


Hygge is the Danish concept of "coziness and comfortable conviviality

that engenders a feeling of contentment or well-being" that is

celebrated in winter. The air is crisp, the days are growing short,

and we could all use a little extra charm in our days for the

upcoming season. The Winter Hygge Bundle has everything you need to

keep the enchantment alive all winter long!

Please note that in compiling a winter-themed bundle, we have allowed

for the inclusion of holiday content. We have worked hard to keep

holiday content secular and inclusive, thus allowing families to add

religious material at their discretion. While the words "Christmas"

and "Advent" are used in this bundle, the focus in the actual

products is secular in nature.

These resources are intended for single family or classroom use, and

each resource inside can be saved and printed for personal use for a

lifetime of learning. Each author included in this massive project

has poured their heart and soul into their work and is absolutely

thrilled to share it with you in this collaboration. Thank you for

supporting small business, and happy learning!



Upon purchase, you will receive a link to download the bundle. We

recommend opening the link on a computer. Your email link is good for 5

downloads and will expire after 3 months, so please download and save the

files within that window of time. Once downloaded, the files are yours to

save and keep forever for your own personal use. You will be given the

option to either download directly to your computer or to Dropbox. If the

file is not automatically unzipped after downloading, please right-click

and choose "extract all" to unzip. After extracting the files, the

original zip file may be safely deleted. You may leave the files saved

directly to your computer or save to cloud storage or an external drive.

Each bundle license allows for the resources included to be used by one

single family or classroom. Sharing of files is prohibited.

We suggest saving and printing the files in this bundle individually as

needed for single family or classroom use. You may reuse the files for

your own family/class’s personal use as many times as you need. Laminate

or place consumable pages in a plastic sleeve and use dry erase markers

to allow for multiple uses. If you do not own a printer, please consider

the following options for economical printing:

The Homeschool Printing Company

Family Nest Printing

Please email Danielle at TheBrilliantBungalow@gmail.com with any

questions.
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